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Worldwide epidemiology of
cervíx cancer

• Incidence and mortality — Globally, cervical cancer accounted for an estimated
528 000 new cases new cancer cases worldwide (85% from developing countries)
and for 266,000 deaths in 2012 (rate of 52%)
In developed countries in 2008, cervical
cancer was the 10th most comon type of
cancer in women (9 per 100 000) and ranked
below the top ten cause of cancer mortality
(3,2 per 100 000)
In contrast, in developing country it was the
second most common type of cancer (17.8
per 100 000) among women
On the African continent and Central
America, cervical cancer is the number one
cause of cancer-related mortality among
women
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58.858 new cases in Europe 2012

Brachytherapy:
key component of treatment
for locally advanced cervical cancer
•

Guidelines clearly indicate that brachytherapy is standard of care
in definitive treatment of locally advanced cervical cancer
(throughout all stages) with overall excellent outcome
typically combined with EBRT and simultaneous chemotherapy in
advanced stage (1B2 – IVA)1-6.

•

Brachytherapy allows the dose of radiation to the tumour to be
escalated whilst minimizing the dose to the organs at risk.

•

Patterns of care studies have clearly demonstrated brachytherapy
use is associated with improved local control and survival.7

1. Haie-Meder C et al. Radiotherapy and Oncology 2005;74:235-45. 2. Viswanathan A et al. Brachytehrapy 2012;11:47-52. 3. Viswanathan A et al.
Brachytherapy 2012;11:33-46. 4. NCCN guidelines http://www.tri-kobe.org/nccn/guideline/gynecological/english/cervical.pdf accessed August
2013. 5http://screening.iarc.fr/doc/FIGO-Global-Guidance-for-Cervical-Cancer-Prevention-and-Control_1.pdf. Accessed August 2013 6. ESMO
guidelines Haie-Meder C et al. Annals of Oncol 2010;21:V37-40. 7 . Lanciano R et al. Int J Radiation Oncology Biol Phys 1991;20:667-676.

Brachytherapy is an essential part of treatment in
locally advanced cervical cancer: HAN study 2013
Higher 4 year Overall Survival Higher 4 year Cause-Specific Survival
(58.2% vs 46.2%, P<0.001)

12% higher OS at 4 yrs

(64.3% vs 51.5%, P<.001)

13% higher OS at 4 yrs

More patients with cervical cancer survive when
brachytherapy is used
Han K et al. Int J Radiation Oncol Biol Phys 2013;87:111-119

Use of IMRT/SBRT as boost instead of
brachytherapy in locally advanced cervix
cancer has increased over the years
- 7359 women diagnosed between 1988 and 2009 with stage IB2-IVA cervical cancer, who
were treated with EBRT

- Brachytherapy utilization rate
decreased since 1988 (83% in
1988 to 58% in 2009)

* Han et al., 2013 International Journal Radiation Oncology Biology Physics

Brachy in Gyn cancer in Europe
In 2007, most brachytherapy is used in gyn cancer:
Estimate of >20.000 pts cervix, >25.000 pts. corpus
N of
patients

In Europe:

Percent

Endometrium

14 197

31 %

Cervix

11 449

25 %

Vulva/vagina

1 374

3%

TOTAL

27 020

59%
of all BT

Diagrams for
Western Europe

*Increase of 55 pts/center to 59 pts/center from 2002 to 2007

Related to incidence
35% of cervix pat
25% of corpus pat
Guedea et al. 2010, R&O

4D Image-guided adaptive Brachytherapy
Repetitive Imaging
diagnosis, EBRT/ChT

Individual application adaptation based on
response adapted target definition

3D/4D imaging MRI

Contouring
Target and OARs
Repetitive clin exam
+3D/4D drawing
Applicator Reconstruction
Individualized 3D dose planning
dose volume constraints

Individualized dose
delivery

Image-guided adaptive brachytherapy (IGABT)
vs IMRT vs IMPT in cervix cancer
9 patients with locally advanced cervix cancer

Target dose: HR-PTV and IR-PTV D90
is lower for IMRT and IMPT compared to IGABT
Volumes receiving
60 Gy is twice in
IMRT
compared to
IGABT
* Georg D, Kirisits C, et al. IJROBP 2008

Actuarial probability

RetroEMBRACE outcome: Local, pelvic, distant control, CSS, OS (731 patients)

Local control
Pelvic control
Distant control
Cancer specific survival
Overall survival

events

3y

5y

N

69
96
176
178
255

91%
87%
77%
79%
74%

89%
84%
73%
73%
65%

731
731
731
731
731

Months
LC 731
PC 731
DC 731
CSS 731
OS 731

603
603
603
651
651

491
491
491
537
537

384
384
384
429
429

294
294
294
332
332

187
187
187
220
220

Actuarial local control (LC), pelvic control (PC), distant control (DC), cancer specific survival (CSS)
and overall survival (OS) in 731 patients, from retro-EMBRACE, Sturdza et al.

Conclusions: cervix cancer
• Brachytherapy is ESSENTIAL in achieving optimal outcomes in
any definitive radiotherapy cervix cancer treatment.
• There is a minimum 10-15% decrease of LC and OS, if
brachytherapy is omitted and replaced by EBRT (incl. ART).
• Expertise, adequate treatment quality and patient volume is
crucial for achieving optimal results.
• 4D Image-guided brachytherapy allows an increase at least of
10% OS and LC compared to 2D BT.
• Underutilization of (advanced) BT leads to decrease in local
control and survival.
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98.919 new cases in Europe 2012

Conclusions: endometrium cancer
• Brachytherapy leads to similar local control as EBRT in
high intermediate risk stage I endometrium cancer.
• Brachytherapy is associated with significantly less
gastrointestinal morbidity due to less irradiation of rectosigmoid and bowel.
• Underutilization of BT leads to increase in gastrointestinal
morbidity for a similar effect on disease control.

Brachytherapy in prostate cancer (LDR, HDR, PDR?)
definitive brachytherapy
boost combined with EBRT
salvage brachytherapy after local failure

Worldwide epidemiology
prostate cancer

Estimated Prostate Cancer Incidence
Worldwide in 2012

Estimated Prostate Cancer Mortality
Worldwide in 2012

Prostate
Prostate Cancer Cancer
Incidence and Mortality
Europe 2012
International Agency for
Research in Cancer (WHO)

399.964 new cases in Europe 2012

Prostatic Radiotherapy

10%

100%

40-50%

10% Isodose LDR Brachy

Target Volume IMRT
Target Volume Protons

Potential of Brachytherapy:
Moving target is not a problem in BT
Moving target remains a problem in EBRT
Interstitial Brachytherapy for Prostate: CTV = PTV
No margin necessary . Much smaller PTV

CTV

ITV
Rectum

Conclusions
•
•
•

•

38,200+ prostate studies were published
between 2000 and 2014.
1,292 of those studies featured
treatment results.
179 of those met the criteria to be
included in this review study.
Some treatment methods are underrepresented due to failure to meet
criteria.

The role of brachytherapy should be considered
for most men with localized prostate cancer
• Outcomes probably better than with other local treatments
• Consider adding EBRT and/or ADT for higher risk disease
• Seeds or HDR brachytherapy?

Comparing Treatment Results of PROSTATE
CANCER
Prostate Cancer Results Study Group - June 2015

Low-Risk Prostate-Cancer
Biochemical Free Survival

Seeds-BT

8859 Pat.

EBRT (≥ 72Gy 5470 Pat.
RPE

7153 Pat.

Evidence for prostate cancer treatment (I)
Grimm et al. BJU Int. 2012

Intermediate-Risk Prostate-Cancer
Biochemical Free Survival
EBRT+HDR

607 Pat

Seeds+EBRT 1554 Pat.

Seeds-BT

5667 Pat.

EBRT (≥ 72Gy) 2969 Pat.

RPE

4175 Pat.

Evidence for prostate cancer treatment (II)
Grimm et al. BJU Int. 2012

High-Risk Prostate-Cancer
Biochemical Free Survival
EBRT+HDR

510 Pat

Seeds+EBRT 3223 Pat.

Seeds+EBRT+HT 1231 Pat.
EBRT (≥ 72Gy

RPE

3666 Pat.

8149 Pat.

Evidence for prostate cancer treatment (III)
Grimm et al. BJU Int. 2012

Summary evidence prostate cancer
• Low Risk
BT is as effective as EBRT or RPE (or AS >65 y)
different morbidity/PRO profiles
• Intermediate Risk
BT*+EBRT** (BT alone) at least as effective as
EBRT alone** or RPE
different morbidity/PRO profiles
• High Risk
BT*+EBRT** superior to RPE or EBRT alone**
*I-125 LDR or Ir 192 HDR BT
**Hormonal treatment, as indicated, is not considered here

Brachy in Prostate cancer in Europe
In 2007, total number of BT patients is >10.000 (estimate)
in 140 centres
No of
patients

In Europe:

Percent

7940
(estimate
total >10.000)

100%

I-125 seeds

5890

74%

Ir-192 HDR

1782

22%

Ir-192 LDR

223

3%

Pa-103

45

1%

Prostate
(TOTAL)

*Increase of 55 pts/center to 59 pts/center from 2002 to 2007

Guedea et al. 2010, R&O

National Cancer Data Base – US

Total number
 230 000 pts

17 %

receiving Brachytherapy

2002

 37 000 pts

8%

receiving Brachytherapy

2010

 18 000 pts

44 %

receiving prostatectomy

2000

 97 000 pts

60 %

receiving prostatectomy

2010

 132 000 pts

( introduction of robotic surgery )

Increase of external beam radiotherapy (IMRT / VMAT / Protons)
Martin et al Cancer 2014

(1931: 80.000 BT pts. (no competitor))

Declining utilization of brachytherapy in the US: top 8 causes
1. $$$$$
2. Increasing use of active surveillance
3. Lack of training/sill
4. Competing technologies: Robotic Prostatectomy
5. Lack of knowledge
6. Increasing sophistication of EBRT (IGRT,SBRT,Protons)
7. Bad Press
8. Excessive regulatory requirements

Primary Prostate Cancer Treatment (Radiotherapy)
AUSTRIA (2014) and EUROPE 2007/2012
Europe
Total n
1402 from total 5833 prostate patients
399 964
receiving definitive Radiotherapy (24%)
1239

131

32

external beam radiotherapy
(3D-CRT/VMAT/IMRT)

89 %

Brachytherapy
(Seeds or HDR Mono)

9%

EBRT + Brachytherapy

2%

6/14 departments in Austria
offering prostate brachytherapy

2.8% >10.000 BT
>2.5%
>140/1121
Departm.
Data to be published

Conclusions: prostate cancer
• Brachytherapy is an alternative to EBRT alone or RPE in low risk
prostate cancer patients.
• Brachytherapy combined with EBRT is at least as efficient as
EBRT alone or RPE in intermediate risk patients with a
favourable morbidity profile.
• Brachytherapy combined with EBRT in high risk patients is
superior to EBRT alone or RPE in regard to oncological outcome.
• Underutilization of BT may either have direct negative impact on
oncologcal outcome (bNED or local control) or on morbidity
and/or QoL, depending on the individual cancer risk and the
morbidity risk of the patient.
• Underutilization of BT according to doctors` preferences may not
reflect patients´references and therefore withhold an important
therapeutic option from the patient.

Brachytherapy in Breast Cancer
Boost combined EBRT (perioperative, after),
Accelerated partial breast irradiation,
Salvage breast conserving treatment.

Breast Cancer

≤ 40 a

41-50a

Significant effect on LC, no effect on DFS and OS,
BUT reduction on rate of second mastectomy!
Most benefit in women ≤ 40 yrs.
51-60a

> 60a

Benefits of APBI with Brachytherapy for
women with Early Breast Cancer
• Short convenient treatment offering benefit to many women including
–
–
–
–

More elderly women
Working women
Women with young children
Women who live far away from the hospital

• In the case of tumour recurrence BCT can be performed a 2nd time in the “salvage”
setting with APBI brachytherapy
– allows the breast to still be preserved and avoiding mastectomy

Hannoun-Levi JM, Resch A, Gal J et al. Radiother Oncol 2013;108:226-31.

Use of breast brachytherapy in Europe
BT
in 0.8%
of breast
cancer

Utilization of APBI in USA
• Smith et al.
• Abbot et al. (SEER-data)

6882 pts.
125257pts

1% (2001)→ 10% (2010)
0,4% (2000)→ 6,8%(2007)

2002
Approval of
MammoSite device
by FDA
2004
Medicare reimbursement
for APBI

Smith GL et al.; J Clin Oncol. 2011;29(2):157–165
Abbott AM et al.; Cancer 2011;117(15):3305–3310

Randomized Phase III Study of Conventional
Whole Breast Irradiation (WBI) Versus Partial
Breast Irradiation (PBI)

• GEC-ESTRO Multicentric Phase III APBI Trial
– 1233 patients included form 2004-2009

• NSABP B-39/RTOG 0413
– 4214 patients included up 4/2013

Conclusions : breast cancer
•

•

•
•

BT boost leads to at least similar local control as EBRT boost in
intermediate and high risk patients with less irradiated breast
tissue volume and reduced dose to organs at risk (lung, heart,
skin)
BT alone (ABPI) for low risk patients leads to similar oncological
outcome, comparable cosmetic outcome and less acute
morbidity compared to EBRT alone (phase III trail 10/2015).
Treatment time can be drastically reduced to 1-5 days for
patients comfort.
Underutilization of BT will in future lead to overtreatment of
patients in particular of those who would as low risk patients
qualify for APBI.
Growing future role in breast conserving treatment for salvage
(local recurrence) and secondary breast cancer (5-10%)

Miscellaneous Tumour Sites I
evidence (cohorts) and utilization (limited)
Head and neck: definitive BT for T1 lip, cheek, oral cavity, oropharynx,
nasopharynx
adjuvant BT associated with surgery
boost after EBRT chemoradiotherapy
Rectum: definitive BT for T1 (T2)
(contact, interstitial) boost after
EBRT chemoradiotherapy
Anus: boost after EBRT
chemoradiotherapy
Bladder: definitive BT for T1
(robotic assistance)
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Miscellaneous Tumour Sites II
evidence (cohorts) and utilization (limited)

Sarcoma: adjuvant BT associated with surgery
boost after neo-adjuvant chemo (paediat)
Eye: various applications incl. eye melanoma
Skin: definitive BT of basalioma, PEC,
Oesophagus: definitive BT T1,
boost after EBRT, palliative
Bronchus: definitive BT for T1, pall.
Bile Duct: palliative
Penis, Urethra, pediatrics….

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Utilization of Brachytherapy worldwide
Gynaecology (cervix + uterine corpus cancer)
remains „The“ Key Application
even more pronounced outside „Western World“
(Asia, South America, Africa)
Other sites are and may be also frequent: to different degrees
depending on regional traditions and developments
prostate/breast: North America, Europe (India), Japan
head and neck: India

Summary and Conclusions (I)
discrepancies
• Growing level of evidence for Brachytherapy,
at various cancer sites:
superiority: cervix, postop. Endometrium, prostate
noninferiority/comparable effects: prostate, breast….
• Utilization of Brachytherapy overall stable/de-, increase/
various scenarios in different regions
US: obvious trend except for breast („Mammosite“)
Europe: increase/decrease/stable (regional differences)

Summary and Conclusions II
Reasons for discrepancies
between evidence and utilization of BT
attitudes: * increasing belief in the benefits of
computer driven (non-manual) medicine
„big“ and „clean“ advanced EBRT, „ART“….,
* brachytherapy seems not to represent modern „ART“
„critical mass“ for BT often not reached
organ specific applicatons, <10% of patient load
education and training for BT less available, complex,
reimbursement for BT often inferior to EBRT/surgery,

Summary and Conclusions III
to overcome disrepancies
between evidence and utilization of BT: seven to do´s
-

to provide more high level clinical evidence
to explore new indications and re-inforce tradional indications
To rise awareness for advantages of BT: „The therapeutic window“
To create critical mass scenarios (>50 pts/year/organ site),
To increase structures, opportunities, incentives for
BT education and training, (inclung hands-on),
- To make brachytherapy „The Precise Interventional Oncology“ get the young generation into the brachy-ART boat,
- To increase income (reimbursement) for brachytherapy to make BT
comparable to EBRT/surgery
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